For an economical, really dependable tractor—an all-around golf course workhorse—you can't beat the Worthington Golf Chief. This rugged, powerful machine is specifically engineered to team up with gang mower units for fast, low cost work. When not busy on grass-cutting duty, it can be put to work hauling, sweeping, pushing or pulling implements, or on any number of power take-off jobs.

The Chief is powered by a smooth-running, 100 b. hp. Chrysler industrial engine that provides the stamina necessary for long work periods over varied terrain. Four forward speeds ranging from 1½ m.h.p. in first to 47 m.p.h. in fourth give the Chief a complete speed range to handle every type of going.

For further details concerning the Chief tractor and allied Worthington mowing equipment, write for descriptive literature.

WORTHINGTON MOWER COMPANY
STROUDSBURG, PA.
Subsidiary of Jacobsen Manufacturing Company, Racine, Wisconsin
FOR GENERAL UTILITY — THE CHIEF HAS
A COMPANION DUMP CART. This dump cart hitched
to the Chief is mighty handy for hauling sand, equipment,
etc., around the golf course. The 1 cu. yd. cart is
equipped with a special spring-controlled chain which
absorbs shocks when load is dumped.
Also available is a 1 cu. yd. dump body for the Chief
tractor. The dump body is a balanced rocker-type; dump
lever discharges the load automatically.

The Chief’s low center of gravity and excellent overall balance
make it ideal for pulling mowing equipment over steep banks and
hillsides. Wide flexibility range of pivoted front axle assures firm
ground contact of both front and rear wheels and mowing unit
even on the most severely undulating turf.
In 1946 we had one of the most exclusive golf clubs in the world. In fact we were so exclusive we were almost out of business. We were down to about 25 members. The young men around here were either away at war or had found employment in the industrial centers. The older men who were left had so much work to do they didn't have much time for golf, even if they'd had the inclination. And that wasn't the first time we were down—but not out.

But now—just two seasons after hitting bottom—we're in better shape than we've ever been. We haven't got a waiting list but at the rate golf interest is growing in the community and the way the youngsters are beginning to think about the game, Willow Wood is looking forward to the future with a great deal of confidence and cheer.

You club officials, greenkeepers, managers and pros who are traveling around might drop in to visit us sometime to get a close-up on the way the golf club situation is developing in the smaller towns. It's in places like Hinton that golf is being made truly the national game.

We haven't got the best 9-hole course in the nation, but it's an enjoyable, interesting place to play. And we do have one of the loveliest locations. We're in a picturesque valley on the banks of the Greenbrier river in the Allegheny foothills about 50 miles west of White Sulphur Springs. We're six miles from Hinton, the gateway to the rich coal fields of West Virginia and the site of the Bluestone dam where an important flood control and power plant is being constructed.

**Elks' Tie-up a Life-saver**

What put us back on our feet was having the controlling interest in Willow Wood acquired by Hinton Elks' lodge No. 821 two years ago. Every Elk then became a social member of the country club. This is one of the financially and socially wise life-saving moves for the struggling country club in the smaller places. The Elks lodge or the American Legion post or some similar outfit in the smaller towns usually is well established and needs to expand and rejuvenate to meet the competition of the movies, night clubs and the highways that take people away from home to spend money for recreation.

A considerable part of the membership of these older organizations may not be golfers but the desirable middle-aged and older can be attracted to the game and it'll become one of their great delights. Certainly to get younger men in those organizations there's nothing like adding golf to the usual facilities of smaller town clubs.

Furthermore, the feminine angle is becoming increasingly important in club life in the smaller towns. The young women, married and single, who read, see and hear about country clubs in larger places are not going to be content without a country club
in their own community. You can see that factor in evidence as you look around Hinton, a town of about 6000 population, and observe smartly dressed girls and young women who would look perfectly in place on Park avenue in New York or Michigan avenue in Chicago.

This women’s influence is growing—and rapidly—in making use of our small but attractive log clubhouse. This clubhouse, which includes men and women’s locker-rooms and showers, a kitchen and combination dining room and lounge, and a pro shop was built in 1940 after we had outgrown the farmhouse that was our original clubhouse. We could use a larger clubhouse right now.

Up From Depression’s Depths

I came here in 1936 when we were deep in a depression. Not as deep as we got in 1946 but still so close to giving up that if I’d known what I know now I wouldn’t have taken the job. The pay was low, the work was long and hard and the capital to work with was practically nothing. I used to look at GOLFDOM and dream of the miracles we could work with the club if we only had the money we needed. Never an issue of GOLFDOM have I missed for 12 years and if the greenkeepers at the larger clubs and the technical experts only knew how much I’ve got out of their articles they’d realize that I think of them as personal friends and helpers. They kept me informed and inspired.

It is unnecessary to tell any greenkeeper how I fell in love with this job and got so that instead of feeling licked by its difficulties and disappointments I felt that everything about the job was a challenge to test me. There were times when I could see that if Willow Wood kept going it was going to be by the grace of God and Kelly J. Cook.

I made my mistake learning the hard way and sometimes I wonder if providence in its mysterious operations hasn’t made a few mistakes just to try my patience.

Lately I’ve been reading a lot in GOLFDOM about improper green construction producing troubles sure to result from aeration and drainage deficiencies. Well, the fellows who are distressed by those faults should have seen my place.

Willow Wood was organized in the early 20s by some business and professional leaders of Hinton. They got 65 acres in a charming location. The course was built in the customary manner of those days, with no drainage under the greens and, as far as I have been able to learn, no attention being paid to greens subsoil. Being pretty much river-bottom land Willow Wood was expected to grow anything anywhere on the course.

Bunkers were spotted around the course and certainly weren’t designed or located with machine maintenance as a possibility. A small lake was built as a hazard at the seventh hole.

The club prospered intermittently for several years then the 1928 depression hit and a Willow Wood reorganization to bring in new capital was forced. Unless you have been in a railroad and coal mining section in a depression you don’t know what a depression is. It sure hangs the number up on a small club that already has been having rough going.

When I came in the spring of 1936 membership was down to almost nothing and that wasn’t to be wondered at when you looked at what was called a course. The greens could have been called greens only by poetic license. The fairways were not even in pasture condition and the rough was full of briers and sprouts. The machinery already was worn out and had to be patched together to operate.

Too Busy to Worry

But, if there hadn’t been a depression on I wouldn’t have been there. Fortunately I had too much work to do to worry about any one detail of my job. As I look back at those days I not only wonder how Willow Wood got through but how the Cooks got through.

With the Allegheny foothills for a backdrop and the banks of the Greenbrier at fairway’s edge, what more beautiful setting can one ask for an afternoon of golf.
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Might even be an "eagle's" eye view!

It's the NEW TOURNEY—the golfer's dream of a ball come true!

This is the golf ball that MacGregor spent two solid years developing and perfecting before making it available to the golfing public. Laboratory- and fairway-tested, the NEW TOURNEY has amazing in-built speed for "Faster Get-Away." Results in longer drives—crisper irons—on-the-pin approach shots. It has click—"feel"—perfect roll. In short, it's the finest golf ball that man ever made, or played.

Play the NEW TOURNEY yourself, and see!
eye view of the
golf ball that man ever made

THE NEW Tourney
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
Golf Ball of Champions
MADE BY
MacGregor
THE GREATEST NAME IN GOLF
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

Sold exclusively through golf professionals.

MACGREGOR GOLF, INC., 4861 Spring Grove Avenue, Cincinnati 32, Ohio
One of the great things about working on a golf course that's in terrible condition is that you can see some signs of improvement soon and they keep teasing you on. People who ventured out to the club also noticed those improvements and passed the word around. By mid-season we'd signed 25 members and had others playing on a daily fee basis.

I kept on being the only workman on the course. I was greenkeeper, supt., foreman and the whole force. A horse wouldn't have taken the beating I gave myself in getting that place so it began to look like a golf course. My son, Bob, as he grew up, began to help me a lot and proved to be one of those gifted boys who just seemed to have the knack of doing the right thing in improving turf. Eventually he was hired as my assistant. He worked with me until August, 1942 when I went into the Army. After 3 1/2 years working for Uncle Sam he came back and again is on the job with me.

Course Improvement Pays

With Bob's help I got Willow Wood in such condition that people enjoyed playing the course and in 1939 revenue was up to the point where we could pay as we'd go. The new clubhouse was built the next year. Now the old clubhouse has been converted into a two-family house so Bob and I do not have to travel to and from work but live on the grounds which makes it in some ways better for our families and a good deal for the club too as any hour of the day or night we're apt to think about some possible emergency need of the course and rush out to inspect the situation.

We do not have a full-time pro here. The revenue isn't sufficient. Bob acts in that capacity after completing his course labors. He's doing a good job at developing golfers and golf interest, too. As a pro, Bob and I both will candidly admit Bob isn't in the same class as that other West Virginia young man, Sam Snead, but I doubt if Sam would work for what there is doubt if Sam would work for what there is in this part-time pro job and have to nurse a golf course in addition. Probably Bob worries as much about our greens as Sam does about his putting—and that's plenty of worry for anybody.

Outlook Brighter

Things are looking bright now after a long struggle. We had rebuilt our greens prior to the war and had installed an excellent greens watering system. Our dues have stayed at nearly pre-war level. Our daily fee rates have gone up a little. We still stretch a nickel so thin the buffalo sweats blood. Last year we bought a new tractor and fairway units—the first new equipment we've had in 12 years.

Now we've got fine greens of Coos country Seaside bent. Up to the time we got water for our greens we had about every kind of grass you could name—and wouldn't want—on greens as our putting surfaces, including an abundant crop of crabgrass in season. Now that we've found the right chemical control for crabgrass it's no longer a problem.

We cut our greens three times a week and give them an extra cutting on special occasions. We water three times weekly in dry weather. We topdress five times a year. We apply brownpatch control once a week in season for prevention and find that is a thrifty procedure. We fertilize our greens spring and fall with organic fertilizer and treat with arsenate of lead once a year for grub control. We use a power greens mower with a wire brush to eliminate nap.

Prior to the war we had started making our own topdressing material on an acre of ground at the club. We had plowed under the third crop of rye, soybeans and clover when we were compelled to stop this practice due to labor shortage. Then we went back to buying about a half-car of mushroom soil per season.

Again this year Willow Wood will be host to the annual West Virginia Elks' Open golf championship. A record attendance is expected. The visitors will see larger and improved facilities in the clubhouse and the course in better condition than ever—heaven willing.

There's still plenty I see that can be done but we'll have to wait until the club's finances permit hiring more help. In the meanwhile we'll hold on to what we have and continue to build optimistically. We've proved to ourselves we can't be licked and that country clubs in smaller towns can be soundly developed as valuable community assets.

GLEN HEAD CATCHES UP

(Continued from page 57)

them turf. Grieve will replace half of the turf courts and restore the clay ones. He will have two pitch-putting holes adjoining the tennis courts. He also intends constructing a putting area near the clubhouse.


"When we get through with our improvement program this year, we'll have one of the outstanding layouts in the country—and I've seen most of the better ones," predicts Grieve.
AHEAD WITH SCORING POWER!

Now ... straighter shots ... longer shots with the new Medallion CUSTOMBUILT Irons — sold by Pros exclusively. A trial will convince you and your members. CUSTOMBUILT is ahead of the field with the Two-Action* Shaft ... with the Control Zone and the Power Zone ... with these four "pro-prescription" shaft models to fit the individual needs of every golfer:

- **Pro-Flex** - for the extremely heavy hitter
- **Tourna-Flex** - for the tournament-playing amateur
- **Club-Flex** - for the average golfer
- **Maxi-Flex** - for the older golfer or lighter hitter

And a trial will convince you ... the Special Pro Model Woods are the Nation's all-weather clubs. Non-porous ... no soaking up of moisture ... lifetime click ... and they're longer! Club heads are solid Celcon† ... guaranteed against breakage.

Golf balls illustrated are the Medallion and the Thunderbolt. Sold by pros only.

*Spatents Pending
†Trade Mark Celanese Corp. of America

THE Springfield
PRO LINE!

SOLD BY PROS EXCLUSIVELY!

THE Springfield
COMPANY
88 Birnie Avenue Springfield 7, Mass.
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What Makes Sammy's Golf School Run

By JIM GREEN

One of the toughest jobs in pro golf is getting an indoor golf school on a profitable basis. An ex-GI with an intense interest in golf instruction and some background of pro work was steered into the golf school business by a Veterans' Administration psychiatrist, went broke quickly and bounced back into a profit by getting out of the school and soliciting students.

This sort of fixing up an indoor or outdoor school and smart canvassing for business will bring to most pros all the lesson business they can handle—and a lot of equipment sales. —Editor.

When you own your own business, have it on a paying basis, and are in crying need of expansion to handle the customers knocking on the door, you've got something. When that business is your hobby, the thing you'd rather do than eat, sleep or get a '48 car at list price, you've really got something.

Meet Sam Rauworth, owner, head instructor and general business manager of "The Golfers," Chicago's year-round club-school. Sam is "The Golfers." And he's really got something.

Sam began to learn golf at eight when his Dad took up the game. By the time Sam finished high school, he had polished his game enough to join his brother, a golf instructor, as an assistant. He stayed with him for a year before moving to California in 1939. After an unprofitable year instructing, he took the advice of a golf equipment supplier in California, and turned to selling as a source of income. He sold for two years before the draft board pulled his number.

He went in as a private and came out, three years later at Okinawa, a Captain.

Like so many vets, when he got out of the army he was handicapped by indecision; a lack of direction. More than anything he wanted to teach golf, but the insecurity of his pre-war instruction experience still haunted him. Finally resigned to the idea that selling offered a more stable future than did his love of teaching, he took a sales job in Chicago.

It was little better than two months later that things began to happen rapidly. On the 22nd of December, 1945, Sam attended a very important party. At the party he met Nancy. Her last name isn't important because in ten days it was Mrs. Samuel Rauworth.

Shortly after the wedding, Sam began to give serious thought to teaching. He wanted a school of his own, where success or failure depended entirely upon him. But indecision was still stronger than the desire for golf, and he continued to plug dissatisfiedly at selling.

His desire to teach grew in proportion to his distaste for the job he was doing. He swayed between a determination to teach in spite of its instability and the desire for security which he knew lay in

BEFORE—Fire scarred third floor quarters of former hotel which Sammy undertook to recondition after landlord offered year's free rent for his enterprise.

AFTER—Furnished and stocked, the same quarters provide Sammy with adequate space for his golf school and it's conveniently located for erstwhile students and golfers.